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From where I sit
A list sounds good but .. .
Dear Hal:

I agree with your New Year's message, except the
part about the list of bikes. I understand what you are
thinking about except that could cause problems down
the road when some turkey decides that all bikes that
are not on the list are unsafe and so they are not legal to
put sidecars on.

I have put several sidecars on CX500 Hondas, a
CBX1000, and now have a Vetter to put on a BMW K
1 . My son used his 1300 Kaw and is getting a 1000
Kaw Concourse. I am thinking of the same bike
myself.

I am sure all of these bikes would be called
unsafe by somebody who knows nothing about
sidecars and say they are illegal. I have not looked at
the Kaw Concourse yet but I know it will be a prob-
lem. It will hold together for Richard and it will be
more than safe for anybody as he gets 2000 miles per
rear tire and will do a 180° turn at almost any speed
below 40 mph. He did make a left turn in town at 60
mph with the Kaw 1300 and did bend the inside tube
of the sidecar frame down about one inch where the
lean adjuster hooked. He rode it about a week before
we repaired it as he could adjust the lean adjuster to
compensate. How many other sidecars would take
that?

I have talked to Kawasaki here and get the same
stuff you get from the Big Four except they don't
squawk as loud around here as Richard has told me
that they have been out in the parking lot looking his
rig over several times over the years.

Also, some turkey may get the idea that some big
company knows the best and only way to mount a
sidecar and the rest are unsafe or illegal.

I'll trust the front mount on the 6-cylinder Honda
to almost anything compared to a mount supplied by
one of the big boys with their half-inch tapped out hole
that I believe could pull out in five minutes, but I am
sure some turkey will say theirs is better because their
company is bigger.

I stuffed my outfit into a ditch at Estes last year.
We were probably doing 40 mph when we hit the

bank. The bike stopped and turned 180° and ended
back into the ditch. No mounts were hurt and the
sidecaar wasn't hurt.

The bike caught hell. I bent the front end back
and to the right, and the frame head bent. We were beat
up some but stayed all week and had fun.

What I am getting at is that we don't want some
turkey who doesn't know using the list we made to
control us. Your message was good and I understand it.
A list sounds good but may be used against us. 'NW
said! Bye.

Vern Goodwin Eagle, Nebraska

Vern:
Appreciate the response. We must know how you

feel on issues that concern all of us. We have seen the
3-wheeled ATV banned out of existence. We have seen
rigs put together with bungy cords that are accidents
waiting to happen. We see every day the opposition the
Big Four have anytime one mentions sidecars. We see
the increased legislation and those who litigate at the
drop of a hat. What will it take to get any dialog going
so we can make some progress? What do YOU want
to see happen? Keep sending your responses to the
Sidecarist.

— Hal Kendall
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Vacancies on the USCA BOD
From time to time it is necessary to stand up

and be counted. This is just one of those times.

Our tradition is to "elect" officers on an "as
needed" basis. It is hard enough to get volunteers
when the pay is zolch. So whenever a need
arises, we go to the mat and request those who
would like to offer their services to assist in
leading your association.

Currently, we have a need for a Vice Presi-
dent as pressures of job and family have caught
up with Jeff Sposato. There may be other vacan-
cies by the time the National rolls around. Again,
as per our tradition, names should be submitted
to the Executive Secretary, a function performed
by Ed Johnson. Ed will bring the list of names
with him to the Executive Committee meeting at
the National Rally where the review will be
made.

If you feel you can do a better job than
someone already serving, put your name in for
that position also. There is no tight circle of the
gods. We are always looking for fresh recruits.

And if you feel a third party would be a
candidate for a specific position, drop in his/her
name also. But first discuss it with him or her!

The process is that after the candidates are
approved by the existing Executive committee
they serve as tentative officers until their names
are announced in the Sidecarist and the members
have the opportunity to voice their approval or
displeasure. If no negative votes are received for
cause, then the appointments are made perma-
nent.

Afraid this is the best we can do about
'election' of officers until someone comes up
with a better system. So far this has worked.

And yes, my job is also on the line if some-
one thinks they can do it better.

Hal Kendall

Round the World Contest
for Sidecarists Only

We will begin to track mileage for heavy
duty sidecarists and their rigs. The rules are
simple. A journey around

the world takes about 26,000 miles. 1 For
simplicity the basic mileage unit is set at 25,000
miles. So a sidecarist who has covered 100,000
miles has journeyed the equivalent of four world
journeys.

Only mileage on a sidecar rig qualifies. The
owner's word is sufficient. Mileage may be on
more than a single outfit, or the bike or the
sidecar may change. A single unit will provide
more interest.

There are several that qualify for the
100,000 mile award already.

We hope to bring you additional details of
these modern pioneers, and to include YOUR
stories as we locate those who have covered
these distances on this side of the ocean.

As we discover these hard drivers we will
provide annual updates on their progress. Please
send notes on your exploits to: The S idecarist,
Attn: Round the World, 7354 Highway 9, Felton,
CA 95018.
We will contact you with specific details later.

This could be your ad!
If you noticed this spot, so

will your potential
customers.

Contact us at (408) 336-
2476 eves. PST

or write 390 Halson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005

From where I sit/ S/C Contest
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Rally
NOTICE:
The new

State Director
for

Nebraska
is:

Vern Goodwin
(402) 781-2142

We’re taking the word
of Tony Dusatko,

former State Director
for Nebraska, on this,

so Hey! No crank
phone calls!

National Rally Update
By Greg Tenbrook

The National is coming together nicely,
and we're VERY pleased to report the dona-
tion of wonderful raffle prizes. They '11 be
raffled off at the rally, with 50% of the
proceeds to the Sidecar Safety Program.

First prize is either a California Friend-
ship I sidecar or a De luxe Escapade Trailer
— winner's choice.

Second Prize is a Motorvation Back-
pack trailer.

Our deep gratitude to these two manu-
facturers for their support of the United
Sidecar Association!

Tickets will be $2 each, or 3 for $5 and
will be available at the rally. Due to postal
regulations, we can no longer offer the
actual tickets through the mails which might
cross state lines. (What you do on the phone
with Greg is your own business! —Ed.)

There are plans for guided dinner rides
on Thursday and Friday, and there will be
two tech sessions with J.R. Ewing. Field
events are planned for Friday and Saturday,
as are all-you-can-eat pancake breakfasts for
$1. On Sunday morning there will be free
donuts while they last.

Linda Nelson reports good response on
the quilt blocks for the sidecar quilts to be
raffled. If you haven't requested a kit, quick!
drop her a line. She'll send you everything
you need to make the block, which you send
back to her. She'll put the quilt together.

Contact this hard worker at:

303 Edgewater Lane

Kokomo, IN 46902

317-453-2700
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Rig Report
The Right Combination
First printed in Classic Bike, July 1985.  Reprinted by
permission. - Back issues of US and British magazines (including
Classic Bike) are available from: Mr. Jim Hosking, Hoskings
Cycle Works, RFD 1, Box 136, Accord, New York 12404; or call
(914)626-4231 for details.
Peter Watson

He first spotted the T-bird when he walked into a
garage in Darlington in 1978. The price was far too
high, and anyway he thought it was a unit-construction
650 twin. To the former ownner of a pre-unit Tiger that
vintage of Triumph 6T was of little interest.

It all sounds a trifle far-fetched. A British motor-
cycle enthusiast returning to two wheels after an
absence of 17 years buys first a tatty 1958 Triumph
Thunderbird and then the remains of a Steib S501
sidecar. Hours of patient endeavor spent on his first
restoration project finally produce a gleaming outfit
precisely to his taste but with many nonstandard
features. At the 1984 Classic Bike Show in Manches-
ter, it wins the Best Combination award.

Bill Young's story may be the stuff of which the
Boys' Own' Paper was once constructed, but it's no
more surprising than coming across a son of Balham,
south London, among the rolling acres of rural North
Yorkshire. He first spotted the T-bird when he walked
into a garage in Darlington in 1978. The price was far
too high, and anyway he thought that it was a unit-
construction 650 twin. To the former owner of a pre-
unit Tiger 100, that vintage of Triumph 6T was of little
interest.

By 1982 the asking price had dropped by a
hundred pounds to £500, and when exposed to the
light of day the machine proved to be a '58 pre-unit
twin. That year you could have Triumph's cooking 650
(the Tiger 110, a 42bhp sports version, was launched
late in 1950) in gold, black and ivory instead of the
traditional T-bird polychromatic light blue. Bill's came
with the gold tank top, but with an ivory, not black,
lower half.

It was a bit of a mess, with its BSA Gold Star
pattern silencers, TR5 Trophy front mudguard, 18 inch
front wheel — not a 6T feature until 1960 — early
Tiger 100 half-width-hub ventilated front brake, rear

grab rail and Japanese shock absorbers. The famous
one-inch diameter handlebars, by 1958 an oddity
among the almost universal adoption of 7/8in, had
been drastically abbreviated.

Bill Young and his rig

"I threw an awful lot away," admits Bill. But at
least the fork springs — by some happy accident—
proved to be sidecar units in heavier wire.

Much of the outfit veers away from standard
specifications. The first thing you notice is the paint,
which had many show visitors asking Bill just how
he'd achieved such a deep shine. It literally glows.

The answer to such queries is simple: 14- coats.
At first primer, undercoat and the Ford Blue Mink
metallic layers were applied with a professional-type
separate compressor spray gun in Bill's workshops, a
series of former cow-sheds. But latterly he had to rely
on an amateur electric gun, the sort of thing that's fine
for coating fences with creosote, but horribly prone to
shoot blobs of paint producing large runs.

When I asked him what the hardestpart of the
whole job had been, he answered without hesitation.
"Hardest thing? The paint! That paint drove me wild. It
was most frustrating, but in the end most rewarding."
Keen to do as much work as possible himself, he even
persuaded a Northallerton firm - MCR Engineering - to
give him the free run of their spray gear and stove
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Rig Report..
enamelling plant once the frame had been blasted
there.

It's the deep reflecting qualities of the metallic
paint that unite Triumph and Steib so perfectly. But Bill
also believes that the shape of each complements the
other. "They just seem to flow together," he explains.

Bill looked back to his time with the Tiger 100
when he planned the Thunderbird's equipment. There
was no thought of catalog originality: he simply built it
more or less as he would have when he had hair to
spare for barber. The first thing to go from the engine
was the original cast-iron cylinder head, which was
replaced with an alloy casting from a Tiger 110. The 6T
didn't get an aluminium alloy head - or an 8in front
brake - until 1961. The iron head was always derided:
you could paint it or replace it. The single carburetor is
an Amal Concentric Mk I in place of the Thunderbird's
normal SU instrument fitted from late 1951 and finally
replaced by an Amal Monobloc for 1959.

Bill was faced with a real crisis of conscience
about rebuilding the engine. Although he knew that he
could do a good job himself, his brother-in-law Alec
Jay of A J Motorcycles down in Sheerwater, Surrey
could do a better one. Everything apart from the head,
rocker caps and carburetor on the engine is standard.

Also original is the gearbox, complete with the
much-disliked Slickshift. Fitted to the Thunderbird's
transmission from '58 to '61 — the 650 engine went to
unit construction for the 1963 season — this was a
method of clutch actuation whereby pedal movement
alone freed the clutch. Hence the optimistic "slick",
which proved to be about the last thing you could say
about the gearchange.

Very sensibly, he stuck with solo gearing for his
relatively light sporting outfit. The Thunderbird, despite
its dramatic introduction in 1949 with the famous
Montlhery stunt when three models lapped the
autodrome at over 90mph for 500 miles, was never
super-tuned and its compression ratio remained at 7:1
until 1961. Even then the introduction of an alloy head
only meant a rise to 7.5:1, so it feels fine towing the
Steib on solo gearing and doesn't feel at all busy at a
relaxed 45-50mph. "Once you're in top you get an
economy ride," says Bill.

With the friction steering damper screwed right
down, the outfit steers "hands off'. The "lead" - the
amount by which the sidecar wheel spindle is forward
of the motorcycle's rear wheel spindle - is 12 inches.

As if  happens, Will Young is on his tway to the
Uniteb States for a charity tour so we’ll have the

chance to see the rig up close and personal!

Readers who have spotted the discrepancy
between front and rear mudguards obviously know
their Triumphs. The front item is the correct deeper
section type specified for the 1958 models, but its
matching counterpart was always considered to be
rather staid by Bill and his mates in the 1960's. The
smart move was to fit a TR5 Trophy rear guard, which
is a lot more stylish.

If we could show you the photograph Bill took of
the Steib when he bought it, you wouldn't wonder how
he could have refurbished it in six months, but why he
had the nerve to begin. He acquired the sad-looking
remains in Lancashire during 1983.  "It had been
prepared for an early grave," he laughs. He paid £120
for the chassis, body, mudguard and alloy-rimmed
wheel. Because Steibs are so sought-after that was by
no means expensive, but he describes the cost of spares
as "astronomical", something that made him deter-
mined to recover parts rather than replace them.

He constructed his own screen - complete with a
sensibly shortened weather apron in front - and filed all
the pitted chrome off the boot's T handle until he could
polish up the alloy below. Underneath, the body was
badly corroded. "Being metal, they're prone to rust,"
Bill explains. "You're driving along without a tonneau
cover on and the water gets in and gradually seeps
under the carpet and the seat and stays there." Today
the underside of the body is heavily reinforced with
glass-fibre and soaked in anti-rust compound.

The Steib gives a superbly comfortable ride. You
hop in from the rear, putting your right foot on the
Thunderbird's left-hand pillion rest while the right hand
reaches out for that superb-looking alloy "snake"
handle on top of the heavily-valanced mudguard, itself
well supported by the perimeter frame. There's a foot
bar in the nose of the sidecar body, and the deeply
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padded seat and armrests are luxurious even by
modern standards.

The body is superbly sprung, being allowed to
move in one plane with the movement controlled by a
pair of Yamaha chromed units at the rear. These were
turned up by local motorcycle dealers George Dawkins
of Bedale, who also made the alloy "bobbin" spacers
between body and chassis. The sidecar frame suspen-
sion is torsion bar, but without the rearward-inclined
hydraulic damper available as a £3.45 extra in 1958. A
knock-on wheel hub is just the sort of touch you expect
to find as standard on a Steib, though.

Bill is quite rightly proud of his work on the
sidecar body's alloy strip trim. The body is constructed
from sheet steel sections, each delineated by a curving
alloy strip between it and its neighbor. "It's beautifully
done," he enthuses. "Each body pressing is folded over
and spot welded." All the alloy strip was fashioned by
Bill from sections purchased from a local caravan
builder.

Total outlay on the sidecar, including the purchase
price, was a mere £238.81. In fact Steibs were always
expensive. In 1958, for instance, AFN Ltd — then
British BMW importers — sold a fully-equipped S501
from Nurnberg for just over £135. The very similar
Garrard Grand Prix was at least £20 cheaper. In fact
Bill has done something few restorers ever contem-
plate, in keeping a close check on everything he's spent.
The Thunderbird has cost £811.60, making the tally for
the whole outfit £1050.41.

The idea of building the machine was to enable
Bill and his 14-year-old son Robert — a keen motorcy-
clist who rides a TL 125 Honda off the road — to get
to rallies and the like in comfort. So, despite its
concours looks, this combination is out on the road in
all weathers.

The Triumph outfit makes a grand sight and an
even better sound — it has a deliciously throaty
exhaust note. To help directional stability and reduce
rolling resistance, Bill is experimenting with a 3.25 x
19-in ribbed tyre on the sidecar wheel, and certainly the
whole outfit seems very manoeuvreable. The combina-
tion of surging 650cc power —  you might see 75mph
on the Thunderbird's speedometer — and a high-
quality sports chair is both relaxing and exhilarating.

Rig Report../Cancer Relief
Cancer Relief Macmillan Fund
Living with cancer
The Northallerton and Dales Macmillan
Nurse Appeal
Telephone. 0609.777098, 234 Nigh Street

Northallerton, Noah Yorkshire DL7 8LU

In mid-May of this year I intend to cross your
country, coast to coast, New York to San Francisco,
riding a 1958 Triumph Thunderbird and Steib sidecar,
to raise money for Cancer Relief.

The route I will take will be the Interstate High-
way 80, and I was wondering if we could combine my
run with a similar charity in your country, with your
club members joining in, in either "sponsored" rallies
or meets.

The plan is to cover some 200 miles per day, and
with an overall time of one month allowed for the trip.
This should give me 15 spare days in which to fund-
raise.

It would be very helpful to know of any past or
present Steib dealers, or indeed members along the
route just in case the bike becomes critical.

I hope we can get something together in order to
raise money for such a worthwhile charity, and also to
cement the relationship of motorcyclists especially
those who like to ride their bikes and sidecars.

I am looking forward to your response and any
advice you can give me in respect on this Trans-
American trip.

Yours sincerely, Bill Young

Ed. note: We sent Mr. Young a copy of the
"Emergency and Friendship Guide" from June, 1990,
and some recent Sidecarists — plus some postage
stamps so he can (hopefully) keep us updated on his
progress as he crosses the country!. We wish him luck
in his adventure. Those who wish to write to Mr.
Young may do so at :

Macmillan Fund, 234 High Street, Northallerton

North Yorkshire, DL7 8LU, U.K.
The Macmillan Fund is a registered charity in
England founded in 1911.  (Parts & Serv, over)
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Our correspondent in Japan
gets back to nature

Our correspondent from the Japanese
Sidecar Community, Hajime Karasawa, writes
that he and his family (wife Teiko, daughters
Emily and Yui) have left their suburban home
and moved to a new log wood cabin in the
Sendai forest.

New neighbors which have called on them
includ black bears, rabbits, foxes and monkeys.
The also have a river running through the front
yard so they can go fishing every day. They'd
love to hear from us.

Their new address is:

Hajime and Tieko Karasawa Sakunami Aza

Iwayadou Nisi 16-145

Aobaku, Sendai, Japan 989-34

Hajime, Emily (age 4) and Yui (1 year).

They called him Pop. The
Floyd “Pop” Dreyer Story
by Mike Dreyer

Description: Out of his love for his grand-
father, Mike Dreyer wrote this biography on
Floyd “Pop” Dreyer. He researched to see if the
stories about his grandfather were true or just
exaggerations. He found out many stories were
understated. Pop went from one of the nation’s
top motorcycle riders in the 1920s and some of
his records still have not been broken.

He then went on to be one of the leading
race car builders from the 1930s into the 1950s
and led the way in kit car building. Many of his
racing innovations are still being used today. He
was also a race car owner and his drivers won
national championships. He had a “Whos Who”
list of race car drivers driving for his team car.

Later in life he became a successful busi-
nessman and was on the the first in the United
States to sell Honda motorcycles. He was never
satisfied with stock equipment so he custom built
aerodynamic flairings for motorcycles and was
the first to use fiberglass in building sidecars for
motorcycles.

 Out of all his hardships of life, Floyd was
able to overcome and triumph not only on the
race track but in life. You will admire his spirit
for life. This is one of the best books on the
market. Size: 8.5" x 11", Pages: 248 and Photos:
230+.

http://www.autobooks-aerobooks.com/
index.htm

O/S Contact / Book Report

Parts & Services (for Rig Report)
(from previous page)
MCR Engineering, Unit 14, Alverton Factory,

Romanby Rd, Northallerton; Alec.

Jay Motor Cycles, 45 Darmouth Ave, Sheerwater,
Surrey GU21 5PE; George.

Dawkins & Sons, Bridge Garage, 36 Emgate,
Bedale, N Yorks DL8 IAL;

Langthorpe Plating, The Old Stables, Brewery
Yard, Langthorpe, N Yorks;

Hamrax Motors Ltd, 328 Ladbroke Grove, N
Kensington, London W10.
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‘Pop Dreyer
Pop Dreyer: - One of a Kind
By Greg Tenbrook
Special thanks to Mike Dreyer for background information
and vintage photos. Also to Kit Gerhart for darkroom
assistance.

Floyd Herbert "Pop" Dreyer, 90, died
February 25, 1989. He was a pioneer and
inovator in motorcycle and auto racing. He was
respected and well-liked by all who knew him.
He left a wife of 56 years, Cora; eight children;
22 grandchildren; 31 great-grandchildren; four
great-great grandchildren.

The motorcycling bug hit Floyd as a teen-
ager when brother Walter brought home a 1912
Pope. From then on he would go on to become a
legend in his own time. He soon bought an
Indian "thirty fifty" thumper and then traded it
for a big Indian V-twin.

Floyd began his career when his parents
moved to a farm near Cleveland. One day when
he visited the Indian dealership where he pur-
chased his bike, the dealer asked him if he would
compete in a half-mile dirt track race the follow-
ing day. Young Floyd had never considered
anything like this before, and told the dealer he
did not know anything about racing — but the
dealer wanted him to go anyway.

In his first race, he did not do so well. When
a bike would pass him in the corner, the dust
would hit him in the face and he would slow
down and get passed by others. Even though he
finished poorly, the racing bug had bitten him
and was the beginning of his racing career.

By 1916 he got his first job as a mechanic at
an Excelsior dealership in Warren, Ohio when he
fixed an Indian that no one in the shop could get
to run.

Hank King, the owner of the dealership,
decided to get into racing and purchased a Flxi
sidecar from the Flxible Corporation of
Loudonville, Ohio.

Promotional poster featuring Floyd "Pop"
Dreyer

The Flxi was different from other sidecars
because it leaned with the motorcycle. It could
corner much faster than rigid outfits, but was
unstable and harder to control.

Hank drove the rig from the factory and
could hardly keep it on the road. He would not
let Floyd drive it until they got it to the racetrack.
There Floyd became familiar with the rig. Soon
after that he developed his own style of riding
that would change the sport. He adjusted the
stops on the sidecar so it would not lean over as
far in the corner. Then, when approaching a tum,
he would put his foot on the sidecar and push
against it to make it easier to steer through the
corner. This became his trademark that was
copied by never equalled.

Floyd and co-worker (and best friend) Jeff
Mapes began winning races. They soon left the
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Excelsior dealership because King would not
share the prize money. They found jobs as me-
chanics at an Indian dealership and that put them
on the winning Indian/Flxi combination.

Floyd and Jeff were such good friends that
they shared an apartment and decided to join the
Army together to become motorcycle couriers.
Jeff was accepted but they would not take Floyd
because of flat feet and low blood pressure.

While Jeff was in the Army, Floyd had
several different passengers. Harry Kelley,
founder of KK, was even a passenger. He was a
passenger twice — his first time, and his last
time.

After he began winning regularly, Floyd
worked out a contract with the Indian factory and
the Flxible Corporation to compete in national
sidecar races. Indian paid him $12.50 a week and
Flxible paid him $12.50 a week. His racing
equipment was provided for, and expenses were
paid when he was away from home—and he got
to keep any prize money. He did quite well with
this arrangement.

In 1921 in Toledo, Floyd's Indian was
running exceptionally well. He won every na-
tional race that day and set records in each. In the
25-mile race he finished ahead of the second
place rider by two laps. Two of his records still
stand today.

He had an appendectomy a few days before
another of his races. The doctor told him not to
race, but he strapped a large pillow on his belly
under his jersey to protect himself. He also won
the race.

He had more than his share of tragedy. He
lost two wives in childbrith. In August, 1921
Floyd and Jeff had a collision at a race with
Harley rider Bill Governer who had just switched
to a Flxi from a rigid. Floyd's rig was forced
through a wooden fence and Jeff was struck in
the head and killed.

Floyd swore off racing. While he was
training another rider to race sidecars, he was
approached by a Detroit dealer who offered to

‘Pop Dreyer..
double the prize if he won a local race. The
temptation of money wand a new passenger was
an offer he could not refuse. Floyd and his new
partner began winning races and later that year
he purchased his own Indian dealership. Then in
1922 he went to a 25-mile race in Milwaukee.

The race had a rolling start and when the
pack approached the start line, the flagman
ordered the rigs to halt. When Floyd shut down,
two other sidecars did not see the signal and ran
into him going about 50 mph. He was thrown
clear of the accident, but when he got up he
found he could not walk.

He didn't want to go to the hospital because
he still wanted to race. He later decided to go
because of the pain and the fact that he could not
stand: the ambulance had already left, and all that
was available was an old patrol car that was used
to haul Saturday night drunks. On the way to the
hospital the car gave up and the driver had to
clean the spark plugs to get it going again!

Floyd's back had been broken in three
places and he was shipped back to Ohio in a full
body cast in a railroad baggage car.

The cast soon became unbearable and he
had some friends cut it off with tin snips and a
back saw. He was very weak and could not ride a
solo bike, but was able to ride his rig. He was on
his way to a miraculous recovery. He returned to
Milwaukee one year to the day after his accident.

He won every race that day.

Soon after that, Floyd retired from racing
for good. The race that proved to be his last was
one in which the throttle became stuck wide
open. The only thing he could do was to keep
racing and try not to crash. It took all the strength
he had just to keep it on the track, and he was
mere inches from the wall in the corners. The
crowd was cheering him like mad because of the
spectacular show. He was finally able to pull the
spark plug wires to get stopped.

Jeff and Floyd
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‘Pop Dreyer..
Floyd decided that he was like a cat with

nine lives — and had used up eight. In 1925,
dirt-track sidecar racing was outlawed because it
was too dangerous. Pop had had three different
sidecar passengers that were killed in racing
accidents. In 1926 he sold his dealership.

He decided to move to Oklahoma. He also
wanted to become a chiropractor. But on the way
to Oklahoma, he stopped in Indianapolis and got
a job at the local Indian dealer repairing junk
motorcycles. He worked on the bike of a son of
Auggie Duesenburg. Then he met Fred and
Auggie Duesenburg. They like him and gave him
a job as a welder on their racing team. Soon after
that he became involved in auto racing and
building race cars. He built the bodies of the
three front row cars in the 1931 Indianapolis 500.

He also designed a built dual overhead cam
racing engines that competed against Ford and
Offenhauser. Eddie Sachs won his forst race in a
Dreyer car.

He also produced and sold a line of Sprint
and Midget cars. The world's first indoor Midget
race in Chicago was won with a Dreyer car with
a modified Indian motorcycle engine. He was
also the inventor of magnesium racing wheels.
He even designed and built— by the hundreds —
a toy midget race car for children. Shirtley
Temple was one of his customers.

It was sometime during his career with
Midget cars that an article in an Indianapolis
newspaper referred to him as "Poppa of the
Midgets." This seemed to fit him, and soon
everyone was calling him "Pop."

Another quality for which he was noted was
his desire to be an achiever. If someone said
something could not be done, he would take that
as a challenge and do it anyway.

In the 1950's the race car business had
become a hobby of only the rich. Floyd was
tiring of the economic fluctuations of auto
racing, and still had a deep admiration for motor-
cycles. He was very impressed with a friend's
BMW. About 1953 he acquired a BMW dealer-

ship in Indianapolis, got out of auto racing and
back into the motorcycle business.

He also began manufacturing Dreyer side-
cars, fairings, sidestands and accessories for
BMWs. Unhappy with the current fairings on the
market, he designed his own so that he could
light his pipe while going down the road.

He had two models of sidecars. They had
the same basic shape as the Sprint cars that he
once built. One model had a tail fin and was
called the Passenger model. The other had no fin,
and was called the Police model. He sold several
of these to the Indianapolis and Columbus, Ohio
police departments.

Some of his sidecars came equipped with a
special wheel which would pivot like a caster
wheel. With this feature, there was no need for
toe-in alignment because the wheel would auto-
matically adjust while going down the road.

No one knows how many sidecars he made
because Floyd did not keep records. Mike Dreyer
estimates that about 150 Police models and 20 to
30 Passenger models were built. He built his last
sidecar in 1985.

Pop often repaired a weakness in the BMW
design for his customers. In 1959 he visited the
Munich factory and explained his fix to the
engineers. That year it was incorporated into the
design of all BMWs. Also in 1959, he decided to
become a dealer of a little known, small Japanese
motorcycle called Honda.  He was the first dealer
East of the Mississippi and now is the oldest
Honda dealership in the U.S.

He stopped selling BMWs about 1977
because of differences with the importer.

Pop continued to ride motorcycles until a
few years ago. When he was a "young" 70 years,
he and friend Kenny Jagger rode to a Shriners
convention in Sea Washington. He frequented
motorcycle rallies and he would often get the
"oldest driver" awards. He and Cora's favorite
rally was the Third Wheel rally in Menominee,
Wisconsin. When Pop was in his 80's he would
go to rallies and would thrill the crowds with his
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riding demonstration which included driving
with the sidecar wheel in the air.

He still kept three sidecar rigs around the
shop. One of them has a linkage similar to a Flxi
so it will lean. Another has a small seat with a
wheel attached to a 90cc Honda. He would drive
it around the parking lot of his shop, and if he
knew anyone was watching, he would drive with
the sidecar in the air. He last rode that rig about
four weeks before his death.

Pop was an honorary member of many clubs
a organizations. He was named the very first
lifetime member of the USCA.  And the USCA
later named a Pop Dryer SSP Safety Award in his
honor. In 1981 he was inducted into the Eastern
Old Timers National Auto Racing Hall of Fame.
In the AMA presented him with their highest
honor, "Dudley Perkins Award," which he hung
proudly in living room. There is a room at Dreyer
Honda in Indianapolis which has become a
museum of Pop's achievements and momentos.

Pop Dreyer made a tough act to follow and
missed. He was certainly "one of a kind."

=============================

‘Pop Dreyer..

Don Marks, left, Floyd in center.  ?? on right

“Pop” Dreyer
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‘Pop Dreyer..
Last year the Chapter F-1 GWRRA club,

along witl Dreyer Cycle, sponsored an annual
charity polar run in memory of Pop. Over 500
people participated. Pop's son Junior and grand-
son Mike run Dreyer Cycle.
The Hoosier Hacks logo features Pop Dreyer's

personal rig. See below:

In an effort to count and aid in the restora-
tion of Dreyer Sidecars, a registry has been
started by Al Maxwell, 1196 Goodwin Road,
Atlanta, GA 30324.

Police model on an older BMW

Pop’s pride and joy

An early race team on the road.

Note the lean in the vehicles as they come around the turn on the dirt track.
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‘Pop Dreyer..

"Pop" at a rally in 1986 He loved to put on a show the public at rallies
he attended - do NOT try this at home!
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‘Pop Dreyer..
Pop Dreyer

developed his own
style of riding. He
adjusted the stops
on the sidecar so it
would not lean over
as far in the corner.
When approaching
a turn, he put his

foot on the sidecar
and push against it
to make it easier to
steer through the

corner. This
became his

trademark that was
copied by never

equalled.

Bottom - Floyd
leads
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Ed Aide

Serving Your Baby's First Meal
There you sit, admiring your first fine article!

Now what? Well, you CAN produce a handwritten
newsletter — there's no law against it. Just make
certain that other people can read the writing or print-
ing. Try it on a few friends. If no one in your family
types, this may be the way to go.

If you do go for a written newsletter, you have
marvelous potential that others don't. You can write
small, large, on a slant, use different pens, underline
easily, place copy where you like, etc. It becomes a real
work of art. But control yourself. Further, if you are
using a copier for duplication, stick to black ink. That's
INK, because even the "blackest" pencil is really gray,
and will not photocopy at all well.

You can even go all the way with the writing, and
produce all copies that way. However, it gets pretty
boring, and it is a strong deterrent to longer articles. It
does help if you make two or three carbons of each
copy, but you have to press rather hard on the pen. Use
16 lb. paper, and paperclip the upper corners to keep
the sheets from sliding. More than two carbons at once
is probably too much. Also plan on two or three decent
copies per carbon sheet — maybe more with expensive
carbon. Turn the carbons 180 degrees each time. If
possible, try to send originals to different readers each
issue.

Handwriting does work — for the smaller
groups. It is getting information out to people, which is
very much better than nothing. You might even get
started right now, and work into a more mechanized
method down the road. Go get 'em, Editor!

However, for the rest of us that plan on using a
typewriter or computer, there are some other factors.
Let's leave the computers as such for later, since those
"lucky ones" editors have a huge set of problems all
their own — don't envy them too much.

Dirt Collectors
Dirt may give baby indigestion, or at least keep

her from looking her best. Machines gather dirt (Ho,
but don't they!) So keep yours covered or protected
against dust, pet hairs, etc. Vacuum it once in a while.
Dust it often.

Most typewriters arid similar-type computer
printers make letters on paper by striking a type-bar or
ball against an inked ribbon, and that goes against the
paper. Ink goes on the paper in the shape of the sharp
edges of the letter on the type. However, ink also goes
on the type shape, where it stays gooey and happily
collects lint from the ink ribbon, dust from the paper,
air, etc.

The type forms the letter by having sharpish
edges in the letter shape, and hollows inbetween. These
hollows in and around the letter shapes fill with inky
and linty crud, and after a bit also leave impressions on
the paper. Remember the filled-in "a" and "e" and
maybe "o" you've seen in some typing — your own,
maybe? The type needs cleaning.

Dirt Removers
Depending on your local or other supplier, you'll

have some choice in how to do the job. For some
methods, have some small lintless rags on hand; some
round, sharp toothpicks to dig out stubborn glops;
protection for your hands (the stuff you use in the
garage is good). If your daisy wheel or type ball comes
off, so much the better — hut beware of cleaners that
attack plastics! For non-removable type bars, take off
the top of your typewriter. For dot-matrix computer
printers, DON'T CLEAN THE HEAD! Avoid paper
towels — much too linty. Nose tissues also lint up
everything, tear easily. However, several types of
bathroom stationery work pretty well. On any wiping
material, watch for lint.

For cleaning type, probably the worst stuff is
liquids. Oh, they do the job - and get dirty liquid drips/
runs on everything below the type, and cotton-ball fuzz
on all the little corners. Using less liquid considerably
prolongs the effort. Too much liquid can also run down
and wash lubricant off the mechanism. Liquids also
evaporate too quickly, and smell bad. But if you have
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Ed Aide..
removable disks or balls, working over a tray or pad of
rags makes for decent success, if the liquid doesn't
attack the plastic.

Less sloppy but about as generally dirty are the
various-shaped brushes. They remove all but stubborn
glops, but generously spread the stuff over everything
they touch, requiring a wipe-up later. Wash the brush
afterwards.

Some Are Better
Remember the old wallpaper cleaner? There's

some for typewriters, works much the same way, with
your kneading in the soiled part. Stubborn glops need
tending with a toothpick. With enough toothpicks, this
is a pretty good method, and the stuff lasts quite a
while.

There are also "sticky" sheets on which you
repeatedly strike each - and every character. The furry
style seem to work best. You can tell rather easily when
each character is clean by watching the sheet, but at the
end, check the type itself for sure. Naturally, when full,
the sheets are not reusable. Also naturally, this is the
most expensive method —but you don't take off/out
anything, or rub anything — just type.

The roller or platen should be rubbed down once
in a while. Rubbing alcohol works; other cleaners are
available at typewriter or business supply stores. If you
haven't done this, or not for a while, expect generous
blackness on your cloth. However, if you machine is
old, a great deal of blackness that does not really lessen
after a bit is a signal for a new platen — the rubber is
breaking down.

For lubrication, about all you should do is put a
hit of sewing machine oil or "dry" lubricant on the
moving parts you can service easily — ends of the
platen, under the little rollers on the paper bail (the bar
that holds the paper against the platen), the external
carriage return (if you have one), etc. Inside, there are
so many pivoting parts, they are best left to a service-
man every few years.

Still got that luscious article? Then let's get it
ready to publish, Editor!

Larry de Vos
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Rally

The Brass Monkey Rally has always
been a winter rally for the sidecarist who
enjoyed brisk weather. The 1991 rally has
left none of the old-time rally goers disap-
pointed.

This year 27 hacks and 30 solo bikes
made the trek to Joshua Tree National
Monument. The rally held this year, as in
the past over the Presidents Birthday
weeked, began on Friday, Feb. 15 and ended
Monday, Feb. 18, 1991. The monument
located approximately 50 miles east of Palm
Springs, California was warm and toasty on
Friday as we arrived—and cold and windy
when we left.

But wait, l' m ahead of myself.
The tree the park is named after was,

according to the ranger's talk, first named by
early settlers. Having never seen this great

Brass Monkey, 1991
Windy enough to freeze the . . .

giant cactus they thought it was a tree with
its "branches" reaching to the sky.

They called it "Joshua." Probably
thought it was praying for water.

Upon leaving home at 9 a.m. Friday, the
temperature was around 65° and no wind.
Fest Eddie from Tenino, Washington; Jack
Rayburn from Quartz Hill, California and
myself (Jack Zollars) from Lancaster, Cali-
fornia traveled down to San Bernardino
(California) and began to take off the cold
weather gear. By the time we were passing
Palm Springs, I was riding in T-shirt and
jeans. The temperature was perfect. We
arrived in Cottonwood Group Camps num-
bers 1, 2 asnd 3 and set up camp.

We were not the first to arrive, how-
ever. There were already people from Ari-
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zona and a beautiful 1946 red Indian rig was
already there, and they had their camps
setup. People arrived throughout the after-
noon and into the night.

I was constantly amazed by the distance
some of the sidecarists travelled. We had the
Kesslers from South Dakota, Fast Eddie
from Washington, Jack Fassel and Mike
Smith from Oregon, Fast Eddie's old Navy
buddy from Hurrican, Utah (Jim). Jim's
white beard gave him the Santa look. He
had some wildly funny stories throughout
the weekend.

And last, but most spectacular—
JakeJacobs from Mulege, Baja California,
about 900 miles from the U.S. border with
Mexico.

We all kicked tires and told one another
how great we were and how great our rigs
were and then we drooled over Flip
Johnson's 1946 restored Indian rig and
complimented Ruben on his new purchase, a
K Bike with a California III sidecar, and
marveled at Jake's ride on his older BMW
with Ural all the way from Mulege, Baja
California.

Saturday morning we awoke to a gentle
breeze which took care of the heat of the
previous day. By noon Saturday the camp-
grounds were filled beyond capacity. Dave
and Becky Tenpenny from Tuscon were
greeting all arrivals and we all were saying
hi to old friends and new friends.

We had quite a few visitors asking
questions and we did our best to give them
the correct answers — and in some cases
even a ride in the sidecar. Probably had 20
or more visitors interested in the sidehacks.
Always makes me feel good if we make a
few more people interested in the hacks.

Many of us on Saturday toured the
park's approximate 100 miles of roadway,
and also went on tour to the closest store,
restaurant, gas station and museum, located

at Chiriaco Summit out on Interstate 10,
about 10 miles east of the camp.

The museum there is the George S.
Patton Museum, a new (within the last few
years) facility. The museum traces the his-
tory of the desert training for the troops in
the early 40's for the African Campaign. The
area stretched from the Salton Sea area to
the Ridgecrest, California area in 1942.
Today it is the training area in Barstow. I
felt a little strange looking at the exhibits
and comparing 1942 with 1991, and the sons
and daughters of America in the Persian
Gulf at this time. As a vet of Korea, my
heart and fears are with them in their quest
for peace.

Saturday evening a gang of us travelled
to the summit again for ice and dinner.

Most of us had a good meal — how-
ever, I did notice that Fast Eddie's steak
knife was bouncing across the piece of meat
he had. My chicken-fried steak was quite
good.

After dinner, back to camp ... and stand
and try to stay out of the gnelte breeze
(about 30 knots) and stay warm.

Jack Fassel decided it was time to play
Uno. After securing a wind break out of a
tarp and breaking open a new deck of Uno,
and after yours trying to find a virgin to
sacrifice to the wind god, he gave up and a
lively game was held. It was, after all, a
"manly thing to do." Just ask Becky. She
took most of the money.

The game broke up around 10 p.m. and
then the wind quit around midnight, started
again in a few minutes . . . but I was able to
take that moment to fall asleep. Of course,
when I awoke in the morning, Brother Wind
was with us again.

Ah, well, what's a Brass Monkey Rally
without some kind of different weather?

Continied......
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Flip Johnson's 1946 restored Indian. It's red, and it's beautiful.

Brass Monkey, 1991..

John & Thelma MacNeal's Harley at the George Patton Museum.
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27 rigs, 30 solos and two tent trailers made it to this year's Brass Monkey.

Rally..
Brass Monkey, 1991..

Ramond's 750 Automatic with special chair. He drives from the car, and his lady rides on the
750 Auto. His dog rides on his lap. Ramond is from Venice, CA.
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Rally..
Brass Monkey, 1991..

Sunday most folks left for home — espe-
cially those who had come a long way. The 20 or
so who stayed toured the park and in general had
a very nice day. Sunday night we cooked dinner
in the wind and did our dishes, and then decided
to talk for awhile if we could find a warm place
to talk.

Would you believe the lee side of the
bathroom building found about five to ten of us
standing around talking? Yes, we did. Seems like
it's always so difficult to quit talking about the
terrible time we've had on the last night in camp!
Just keep talking and the good time will con-
tinue?

Finally gave up and hit the sack. Actually,
we had to go to bed to hold the tents down!

Dave Tenpenny talked about next year when
the rally will be held on the same weekend in
February, '92. And of course it will be on the East
side of the Colorado River. We all agreed that the
1991 rally was a large turnout and lots of fun.

Monday morning found us trying to cook
breakfast and use up the supplies that were left
(including the eggs, steak, bread, etc. I found in
my ice chest that Ralph has left behind on Sun-
day!) (Thanks, Ralph).

Finally got the tent folded in the wind ai
everything packed away and policed the ar . . .
and moved down the road.

I stopped at the ranger station and to them
we were leaving and that we had had wonderful
campout, partly due to their attitud They never
bothered us: even though we we, over our limit,
they in turn said they enjoy( looking at the rigs
they had never even heal of before. All in all a
nice place to camp.

As we left the park and travelled the six
miles to Interstate 10, we crossed a small range
of hills. The wind quit, and by the time we were
getting gas in the Palm Springs area, it was a
beautiful day. The weather stayed good all the

way home. Got to Lancaster, California around
noon and Fast Eddie decided to continue on to
the north.

To all who attended: If you had half the fun
I did, then I hope to see you next year. I thank
you all for coming and special thanks to Dave
and Becky Tenpenny for allowing me to plan this
one.

See ya all next year, and I promise the wind
will blow. Keep those three wheels rollig and
take care of one another.

— Jack Zollan

Frankie gets down and dirty.

Dave and Becky Tenpenny break out the
Monkey Wine Bottle, from which all must

drink. Heck, that's not enough wine to keep
you warm if you have to share it with

everyone!
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Rally..
Brass Monkey, 1991..

Fluffy waits for owner Jack Raeburn (Quartz
Hill, CA) in Jack's EML GL1100.

Jake Jacobs, Mulege, Mexico with his Ural.
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Future/Deadlines
Coming in the next Sidecarist

More “Ed Aide”
Eallying in the Alps
Technical tips
And more from you!

Deadline: April 25, 1991
Be there or be square

Deadlines for Editorial Copy
Please note the following deadlines.

Issue Date Deadline

6/1-7/15/91 4/25/91

7/16-8/30/91 6/10/91

9/1-10/15/91 7/25/91

10/16-11/30/91 9/5/91

Who to write
Written contributions such as letters, fea-

tures and articles relating to motorcycles with
sidecars are encouraged, along with art work. No
payment is made for unsolicited articles. Please
be sure that The Sidecarist has reproduction
rights. Neither the Editors nor the USCA accept
responsibility for material submitted. Material
may be edited for clarity and space.

Contributors may submit articles in hand-
written, typewritten or computer format. If using
Macintosh, please save as text only (ASCII). If
using IBM/PC, save as text only (ASCII) on
5.25" or 3.5" discs. Hard copy is appreciated
with all discs. Modem and FAX available.

Write The Sidecarist, 7354 Highway 9,
Felton, CA 95018 or call (408) 335-7994.
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MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and $50.00
for non-members for 8 issues.
Send in US funds to Marge Ann
Wimpee, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005.
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Coming Events
Send your  calendar items to The Sidecarist, 390 Hallson lane.,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005 or call (408) 336-2476.
Coming Events

April 21 - Indiana Second Annual "Pop" Dreyer Memorial Poker Run, Dreyer Honda, 4152 W.
Washington, Indianapolis, IN, April 21, 1991. Sign in is 10 a.m. to noon. Benefit ride (see story on
previous page). $7 each or $10 riding double. Prizes, pins, and a good cause. Pre-registration by
April 15, 1991, contact Bruce Moreton (317) 299-5022 or write Chapter F2 GWRRA, P>0> Box
24725, Speedway, IN 46224.

 May 17-19, Iowa Second Annual Iowa Biker Campout, May 17-19, KOA Campground, West Lib-
erty, IA (off 1-80, Exit 259). Sponsored by Iowa Sidecarists — 2, 3, or 4 wheels welcome for the
fun. Restaurant, gas station, motel nearby — tenderloins and beverages available. For information,
call Crandall Weaver (319) 393-9728.

May 23-26 - Southeastern (Georgia)  - First Southeastern Regional Sidecar Rally, May 23-26, 1991,
Pine Mountain Campground, Pine Mountain Georgia. Tons of fun, reg. fee only $6 over age 14.
For information, call Richard Renfroe (404) 957-9167; Eddie George (404) 498-0207; or Larry
Lehr (404) 928-2111.

May 24-27. Washington State Northwest Sidecar Pilots 14th Annual Invitational, at KOA Camp-
grounds in Yakima Washington, May 24-27. Very informal, much tire-kicking and many tall tales.
Sat. night cookout — bring your own meat. Wine tour ride. Church service Sunday morning. Great
spot for kids — the camping fee is your only cost. Call KOA at 509-248-5882 to verify. For more
information, call Dave & Barb Hammontree, 10910 S E 181st St., Renton, WA 98055 (206) 226-
1991.
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Classifieds
MC/SC FOR SALE
1990 LIGHT BLUE GOLDWING WITH

COLOR MATCHED CALIFORNIA II SIDE-
CAR. All Honda lights, poilers, speakers,
stereo speakers in sidecar, and many extras on
bike and car. 3000 miles. $12,900. Dexter E.
Amos, Rt. 3 Box 376, Gretna, VA 24557 (804)
656-2222/ (804) 656-1797 7/16

SIDECARS FOR SALE
WATSONIAN PALMA with brackets. Black and

in good condition. $1650. Jerry E. Cokel, Box
411, Stronghurst, IL 61480 (309) 9241621.
4/5

HARLEY FIBERGLASS SIDECAR fits all FLH
swing arm frames w/4 speedtrans. Includes
moutning brackets. Exc. condition $2300.
Glenn C. Hammond II, 7582 Evans Ct.,
Hamilton, OH 45011 (513) 874-0530.4/5

MOTORVATION FORMULA II Sidecar and Bac
Pac XL Trailer; Both "86 Kawasaki Burgundy;
Sidecar— Convertible top, tonneau cover,
torsion handle. Trailer — carpeted, luggage
rack. $2000 sidecar, $750 trailer, both $2500.
Laura Schumacher, (503) 630-7338 (Oregon)
4/5

1987 MOTORVATION FORMULA II Delux 4
gal. aux. fuel tank, cxonvertible top, adjuster
handle, brake system, front access tilt front
and rear bumpers, luggage rack. Ben/Mary
Newhouse, P>0> Box 211, North Aurora, IL
60542 (708) 896-3990.

1990 HARLEY DAVIDSON TLE ULTRA
SIDECAR, stereo speakers, two tone — bright
ruby and dark ruby. 3000 miles. $3900. Dexter
E. Amos, Rt. 3 Box 376, Gretna, VA 24557,
(804) 656-2222 or (804-6561797. 7/15

1981 VETTER TERRAPLANE, deep maroon.
Disc brake & tonneau cover. In excellent
condition, with mounts for '81- '83 Goldwing.
$1500. Thomas J. Littlejohn, 515 W. Harrison
Rd., Lombard, IL 60148 (708) 932-1912 7/

CALIFORNIA SIDEKICK for Vespa scooter.
White fiberglass, good condition. $500. Bob
Iverson, Westfield Mass (413) 562-9233 7/
16

VINTAGE STEIB TR500 -unassembled, waiting
for restoration or solid body. $2200. Also 1986
VELOREX 562 -used very little, $850. Can
ship. Photos available. Scott (616) 459-9803
(Michigan) 7/16

CALIFORNIA SIDECAR FOR SALE OR
TRADE for a Venture ortent trailer of equal
value. It's only three months old—like new.
Jeff Huron, 19 Pamelos Ln., Brownsville, TX
78521 (512) 541-3491. 7/16

WANTED
H-D RLE SIDECAR for FXR Series bikes;

might consider others. Jeff M. Plesko, P.O.
Box 741, Jonesboro, IL 62952 (618) 833-
3865. 4/5

OTHER NOTICES
BLACK BATES LEATHERS, like new (got fat).

42 jacket, 34WX36L pants. $300/obo. Neil
(408) 336-2476 (Central Calif.) 7/16

BELSTAFF SUIT, very good condition (still fat).
42L jacket, 34- 36Wx36L pants. $150/obo.
(Neil (408) 336-2476 (Central Calif.) 7/16

4-MAN SEVALOR 14' INFLATABLE BOAT
with sail & motor kit. Will fold up and fit in a
sidecar. Good cond., many accessories. $250/
obo. Neil (408) 336-2476 (Central Calif.) 7/16

Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and
$5 for nonmembers for two issues. Please use
the form on the next page to order your ad.
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